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Such a funny day to have a body. 
This morning, I wake to a storm, but there’s nothing – 
just the chamber of my left ear echoing,
thunder and grey in the soft place
where sound finds skin. 
I yawn and hear umbrellas close. 

It’s morning and my clothes
can’t seem to hold my body – 
instead this ritual of finding skin, 
trying to see flesh where nothing
hangs; of folding, pressing, cloth in place
of limbs. Yawning, I look for echoes 

of my tongue and find nothing. Echoes
of my feet, my elbows. I’m too close
to the storm now, trying to place
fingers and finding air. Can anybody
see me? Do I need someone
to see me? I’m sick of all this searching, all this skin. 

From Mother, an answer: you’re sick, plugged ear and raw skin, 
yes, you’re just sick she says and it echoes 
through me. But still, these gaps where nothing
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This piece not only takes on a difficult form, but also a difficult topic, and yet  
handles them masterfully. The picture it creates is of alienation from one’s own  

body, and it does so in a way that is both delicate and gripping. This is  
really an incredible and relevant work, and I feel honored to have read it.

should be? This clouded closing    
of mouths and hands, this body 
that doesn’t want to play 

nicely, this gap, this empty meat-sack? Yes. Place  
a name onto this void where skin
should be, and that’s enough? A sick body
is better than nothing. Yes. Her reply, an echo 
through mist, and I find clothes. 
A sick body is better than nothing. 

My ear holds clouds where nothing
should be, and with cotton and mist in place
I walk softly, yawning at the day’s open and close.  
Sick isn’t the right word, for this skin
and breath, but it’s close enough to feel the echo 
in stomach and mouth again. To have some kind of body.  

Some kind of body is more than nothing,  
even as I look for answers and find echoes in their place.
Such a funny day, to trade skin 
for mist, to hold it close.


